Cosmic voids are large underdense regions that, together with galaxy clusters, filaments and walls, build up the large-scale structure of the Universe. The void size function provides a powerful probe to test the cosmological framework. However, to fully exploit this statistics, the void sample has to be properly cleaned from spurious objects. Furthermore, the bias of the mass tracers used to detect these regions has to be taken into account in the size function model. In our work we test a cleaning algorithm and a new void size function model on a set of simulated dark matter halo catalogues, with different mass and redshift selections, to investigate the statistics of voids identified in a biased mass density field. We then investigate how the density field tracers' bias affects the detected size of voids. The main result of this analysis is a new model of the size function, parameterised in terms of the linear effective bias of the tracers used, which is straightforwardly inferred from the large-scale two-point correlation function. This represents a crucial step to exploit the method on real data catalogues. The proposed size function model has been accurately calibrated on mock catalogues, and used to validate the possibility to provide forecasts on the cosmological constraints, namely on the matter density contrast, Ω M , and on the normalisation of the linear matter power spectrum, σ 8 , at different redshifts.
INTRODUCTION
Cosmic voids are large underdense regions from which matter is pushed away as a result of the collapse of the matter in between their boundaries and the repulsive action of dark energy (DE) . They originate from the evolution of underdensities in the primordial density field. Voids constitute a major component of the Universe: while galaxy clusters enclose most of the mass, voids are the dominant spatial elements, accounting for about 90% of the entire volume of the Universe (Platen, van de Weygaert & Jones 2007) . Their sizes span over a wide range of scales, from diameters of few Mpc (minivoids) to about 200 Mpc (supervoids) (Tikhonov & Karachentsev 2006; Szapudi et al. 2015) . Voids are only E-mail: sofia.contarini3@unibo.it mildly non-linear objects, and tend to become more spherical as they evolve (Icke 1984) , which suggests that their evolution should be easier to reconstruct than that of positive perturbations.
Thanks to their relatively simple structure and shape, voids represent the ideal environment to test a variety of cosmological parameters. They represent a population of statistically ideal spheres with a uniform distribution in a homogeneous and isotropic Universe, so that their observed shape can be used to probe the assumed cosmological model by means of the Alcock-Paczyński (AP) test (Alcock & Paczynski 1979 ) (see e.g. Sutter et al. 2012 Sutter et al. , 2014 Hamaus et al. 2014 Hamaus et al. , 2016 . Moreover, being almost completely devoid of matter by definition, voids are extremely sensitive to diffuse components and have indeed been shown to possess great potential for constraining the DE properties (Pisani et al. 2015; Bos et al. 2012 ) and the mass of neutrinos (Massara et al. 2015; Kreisch et al. 2018 ). Thanks to their intrinsic low-density environment, cosmic voids have also proved to be promising objects to study modified gravity theories, since the effects of these scenarios, alternative to the General Relativity (GR), are expected to be more prominent in voids (Clampitt, Cai & Li 2013; Cai, Padilla & Li 2015; Barreira et al. 2015; Zivick et al. 2015; Falck et al. 2018) . Deviations from GR can be observed also measuring the matter density profile of cosmic voids, which can be reconstructed exploiting voids as weak gravitational (anti-)lenses to infer their projected surface mass density (see e.g. Melchior et al. 2014; Clampitt & Jain 2015; Sánchez et al. 2017; Davies, Cautun & Li 2018) . Modified gravity also causes a faster expansion around these objects, that can be revealed measuring the redshift-space distortions (RSD) in the cross-correlation of galaxies and void centres Cai et al. 2016; Hamaus et al. 2017; Achitouv 2017; Hawken et al. 2017) . One of the possible advantages of studying RSD around cosmic voids is that, in these regions, galaxy velocities are dominated by coherent bulk flows. Therefore the non-linear contributions can be in principle neglected and the RDS can be modelled using linear theory only (Nadathur, Carter & Percival 2019; .
To exploit cosmic voids as cosmological probes, their statistical properties have to be modelled reliably (Nadathur & Hotchkiss 2015a,b; Pollina et al. 2016) . In this work we focus on void abundances. The same excursion-set approach used for the mass function of dark matter (DM) haloes can be used also to model the size function of cosmic voids (Sheth & van de Weygaert 2004) . However, this model cannot accurately reproduce the number function of voids identified in cosmological simulations. Therefore, many studies have been conducted to better understand the evolution of voids over cosmic time and their statistics (Jennings, Li & Hu 2013; Pisani et al. 2015; Achitouv, Neyrinck & Paranjape 2015; Pycke & Russell 2016; Wojtak, Powell & Abel 2016) . Moreover, the distribution of luminous tracers, such as e.g. galaxies and galaxy clusters, that are used to identify the voids, is biased with respect to the distribution of the underlying DM. It has been shown that the tracer bias plays a crucial role in determining the void profiles and size distributions. Having a reliable model to account for the effect of the tracer bias is thus mandatory to extract robust cosmological constraints from void statistics (Pollina et al. 2017 (Pollina et al. , 2018 .
Recently, Ronconi et al. (2019) tested the void size function model developed by Sheth & van de Weygaert (2004) , as revisited by Jennings, Li & Hu (2013) , on mock DM catalogues, and extended the model to the case of voids identified in the distribution of DM haloes. In this work, we further validate the model on a larger set of mock catalogues with different mass and redshift selections. Moreover, we provide a new parameterisation of the void size function model as a function of the large-scale effective linear bias of the tracers. This represents a crucial ingredient to extract cosmological constraints from the statistical distribution of voids detected from real galaxy or cluster catalogues, when no direct information on the DM field is available. Finally, we investigate the cosmological constraints that can be inferred from the void size function at different redshifts.
Our work is organised as follows. In Section 2 we outline the methods employed for the identification of voids and the procedure of data reduction. In Section 3 we present the theoretical definition of cosmic voids and some of the existing models developed for the void size function, then we describe the method adopted to rescale the abundances of voids identified in the mass tracer distribution as a function of the tracer bias. In Section 4 we apply the techniques previously described to halo mock catalogues with different redshift and mass selections. We provide a relation between the effective linear bias of all the tracers and the one estimated inside voids, which is the one we use to rescale the void size function model. Then we measure the void size function in all our mock catalogues, and compare it to the new theoretical model, exploiting the void abundances to test the possibility of deriving constraints on the main cosmological parameters. Finally, in Section 5, we summarise our results and discuss future developments of this work.
VOID CATALOGUES
In this section, we present the set of ΛCDM N-body simulations used in our work, and the methods applied to build and clean the catalogues of cosmic voids. With the cleaning algorithm we aim at aligning the objects included in the void catalogue with the adopted definition of cosmic void, which is fundamental to derive measured void size functions in agreement with theory predictions.
Mock halo catalogues
In this work we make use of mock halo catalogues extracted from a set of high resolution N-body simulations (Baldi 2012) of the standard ΛCDM cosmology, performed with the C-GADGET module (Baldi et al. 2010) . We adopt a model consistent with WMAP7 constraints (Komatsu et al. 2011) , with σ 8 = 0.809, h 0 = 0.703, Ω λ = 0.7289, Ω M = 0.2711, Ω b = 0.0451, and a power spectrum with an initial scalar amplitude of A s = 2.194 · 10 −9 and a primordial spectral index of n s = 0.96. The simulations followed the dynamical evolution of 2 · 1024 3 particles: half of them are DM particles, while the other half is composed by non-collisional gas particles. Specifically, the catalogue covers a volume of (1 Gpc/h) 3 , with a mass resolution of ∼ 6 · 10 10 M /h for the DM particles. To test the procedure described in Section 3.2, we built a set of DM halo catalogues with a Friends-ofFriends (FoF) algorithm, applying 5 different mass selection cuts: {2·10 12 , 2.5·10 12 , 5·10 12 , 7.5·10 12 , 10 13 M /h}, at three different redshifts {z = 0 , 0.55 , 1}. The results obtained for the halo catalogues with M min = 2.5 and 7.5 · 10 12 M /h are consistent with the ones of the other catalogues, and do not add any relevant information to the overall outcome of the paper. Thus, we will not show them in the Figures, with the only exception of Fig. 4 .
Building and cleaning the void catalogues
Many different void finders have been developed over the last decades due to the non general concordance in the definition of voids (see e.g. Colberg et al. 2008; Micheletti et al. 2014; Elyiv et al. 2015) . In this paper, we make use of the Void IDentification and Examination toolkit (VIDE) to construct our void catalogues. VIDE belongs to the class of algorithms based on geometrical criteria. It implements an enhanced version of the ZOnes Bordering On Voidness (ZOBOV) algorithm (Neyrinck 2008) . ZOBOV is a popular publicly available code that finds density depressions in a three-dimensional set of points, without any free parameter or assumption about the void shape. The algorithm is based on a procedure called Voronoi tessellation, which associates to each tracer a cell of volume that is closer to it than to any other tracer. Then the local density minima are found, and the watershed technique is performed. Specifically, the shallower zones are merged together starting from the minima, forming a hierarchical tree of voids and subvoids. The process of rising the density threshold goes on until a deeper zone is encountered. The effective radius of voids is defined as the radius of a sphere containing the same volume as the watershed region, and the void centre is defined as the volume-weighted center of all the Voronoi cells belonging to each void. Once the void catalogues are built, we apply the pipeline introduced in Ronconi & Marulli (2017) , which has been recently implemented in the CosmoBolognaLib 1 . The procedure is aimed at standardising the outcome of void finders of different types, to make them directly comparable to model predictions. It is important to highlight that the cleaning algorithm is totally independent of the void finder employed to build the catalogue, since it makes use of the positions of void centres only. Our cleaning algorithm can be divided in three main steps:
• The spurious voids are removed from the catalogue, with the following criteria: (i) voids whose effective radius does not belong to a selected range [R min , R max ] and (ii) voids whose central density is higher than
is a given non-linear underdensity threshold, that we choose to fix at −0.7, and ρ is the mean density of the sample.
• The effective void radii are rescaled: the algorithm reconstructs the density profile of each void and the value of the radius is increased until the sphere reaches a specific density contrast threshold, δ N L v . This value is not universal, any other threshold sufficiently high to enclose enough tracers and sufficiently low to identify the voids would be valid (see Section 3.2).
• When two voids do overlap (thus when the distance between void centres is less than the sum of their radii), the one with the higher central density is rejected, avoiding double countings. This choice favours the selection of larger voids.
1 The CosmoBolognaLib is a large set of free software C++/Python libraries that provide an efficient numerical environment for cosmological investigations of the large-scale structure of the Universe. Thanks to the large amount of classes and functions recently implemented, these libraries offer the necessary tools to analyse cosmic void catalogues and perform all the statistical analyses of this work. The libraries are freely available at the following GitHub repository: https://github.com/ federicomarulli/CosmoBolognaLib.
THE VOID SIZE FUNCTION MODEL
In this Section we first present the theoretical model for the void size function that we use in our work. Secondly, we describe the method we adopt to rescale the model to make it directly comparable with the abundance of voids identified in the distribution of biased tracers. In the end, we focus on the measure of the tracer bias in overdensity and underdensity regions, since the value of the latter is required for the re-parameterisation of the theoretical model.
The size function model of voids detected in the DM distribution
Contrary to what happens in the case of overdensities, voids never invert their expansion during their growth, so they cannot collapse and virialise like DM haloes. Instead, they continue to expand at a super-Hubble rate, which is inversely proportional to the density enclosed in their boundary. Considering an initial negative top-hat perturbation, and modelling it as a set of concentric shells, the inner shells will expand faster than the outer ones. This implies that the shells near the centre of the underdensity will eventually reach the more external ones. This event is called shell-crossing. When this occurs, we can consider that a void is formed. This phenomenon is completely described by the spherical non-linear evolution model of an isolated spherically-symmetric density perturbation. It can be demonstrated that in linear theory this event takes place at a fixed value of the density contrast δ L v ≈ −2.71 for an Einstein-de Sitter Universe (EdS). Therefore, we can define voids as underdense, spherical, nonoverlapping regions, which have gone through shell-crossing.
The void size function, that is the comoving number density of cosmic voids as a function of their effective radii, has been modelled for the first time by Sheth & van de Weygaert (2004) (hereafter the SvdW model), with the same excursion-set approach used to model the mass function of DM haloes (Press & Schechter 1974; Bond et al. 1991) . The void size function in linear theory can be written as follows:
where f ln σ is the fraction of the Universe occupied by cosmic voids, as predicted by the excursion-set theory:
where
and
In the previous equations, σ is the square root of the mass variance, while δ L v and δ L c represent the shell-crossing threshold and the critical value for the collapse of an overdense shell in an EdS Universe, respectively 2 . The latter is expected to vary within 1.06 ≤ δ L c ≤ 1.686, since both the turn-around and the collapse density contrast value can be considered acceptable assumptions.
In order to derive the void size function in the non-linear regime, SvdW assumed that the total number of voids has to be conserved in the transition from linearity to non-linearity. This condition leads to a correction in the void radius by a
However, according to Eq. (5), the fraction of the volume occupied by voids can be larger than the total volume of the Universe. To address this issue, Jennings, Li & Hu (2013) proposed a volume conserving model (hereafter the Vdn model), in which the total volume occupied by cosmic voids is conserved in the transition to the non-linear regime. In particular, the Vdn model can be obtained as follows:
where the subscript L indicates a value derived in linear theory. Ronconi et al. (2019) showed that the Vdn model can predict accurately the measured void size function of unbiased tracers, provided that the void catalogue is appropriately cleaned from spurious voids and the void radii are rescaled to a fixed density threshold (see Section 2.2).
The size function model of voids detected in biased tracer distribution
The goal of the cleaning procedure is to make the measured void size function directly comparable to the Vdn model.
density contrasts derived in linear and non-linear regime, respectively. In absence of any superscript, we take for granted the reference to the non-linear counterpart. Moreover, with the subscript v we refer to the values measured inside voids, both for DM and biased mass tracers. We will use the subscript tr to indicate generically any type of mass tracers, and the subscript halo to indicate specifically the DM haloes.
The method is based on the requirement that the spherically averaged density contrast embedded inside the void effective radius has to coincide with the value defined by the theory. As shown in Ronconi et al. (2019) , dealing with unbiased tracers, this value can correspond to that of the shell-crossing in the non-linear regime, δ N L sc = −0.795. With this prescription, the measured size function of voids identified in the DM field is consistent with the one predicted by the Vdn model.
It is important to notice that the choice to rescale the void radii to the specific density contrast characteristic of the shell-crossing is not universal. In fact, in order to have correspondence with the theory, it is only required to rescale the radii at a chosen density threshold with the cleaning algorithm and use the same density contrast (converted to linear theory) also in the theoretical void size function. This overdensity threshold δ N L sc , which identifies the time at which cosmic voids form, has to be rescaled at redshift z > 0, using the growth factor:
where δ L sc (0) = −2.71 is the shell-crossing density contrast in linear theory at z = 0, and D(z) is the growth factor. Therefore, voids formed at lower density contrast values in the past. After shell-crossing, the void radii continue to grow with cosmic time, and the embedded density contrast becomes lower and lower. Choosing the threshold
, we are rescaling voids to the radii embedding the density contrast typical of the phenomenon of the shellcrossing at that epoch. In other words, we are rescaling void radii to the size they had when they formed. This method assures to find already formed voids. In fact, the ones that cannot be rescaled to this particular density contrast (because they are not enough underdense at that epoch) are rejected. However, every negative density threshold −1 < δ N L v < 0 is allowed in principle, provided that the same value is used in the theoretical size function.
Dealing with mass tracers, the effect of the tracer bias Figure 2 . Relation between the density contrast computed in the DM distribution (δ DM ) and in the tracer distribution (δ halo ). The data points are computed as the spherically-averaged density contrast for 1000 random positions in the halo catalogue with M min = 2 ·10 12 M /h at z = 0, averaging in different radius bins. Left: the points are fitted with a 2nd-order polynomial, that represents the non-linear bias function. The different colours refer to the different radius sizes of the spheres used to compute the density contrast. With higher radii the value of the density tends to approach to the mean density of the catalogue, thus the points are more concentrated around the value δ DM = 0. Right: the points with δ DM > 0 and δ DM < 0 are fitted separately with a linear relation. As shown in the labels, the slope of the fit (that is related to the value of the bias) is higher for the underdensities (in green) with respect to the one of the overdensities (in red).
has to be taken into account to extract accurate cosmological constraints from the void number counts (see e.g. Pollina et al. 2017 ). Let us assume that the voids identified in the DM and in the mass tracer density fields have the same radii when the phenomenon of the shell-crossing occurs. This implies that voids found in the biased tracer distribution have a lower embedded density contrast with respect to the ones traced by DM particles. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 , that shows the spherically-averaged void density profiles as traced by either DM or DM haloes with different biases, at three different redshifts (see also Ronconi et al. 2019) . With this assumption, and given that the DM density field within voids is linearly related to the density field traced by biased tracers (Pollina et al. 2018) , the threshold at which the void radii have to be rescaled corresponds to:
It is evident that for b > 1 the density contrast can reach values so low that the phenomenon of the shell-crossing might not even happen, since the lowest minimum is δ N L v, tr = −1 (corresponding to the state without any tracer). Therefore, it is not possible to perform this technique to rescale the void radii in the case of biased tracers. For this reason, we use a different density contrast in the rescaling procedure, fixing the threshold in the tracer distribution, instead of in the DM one. In particular, we set a threshold equal to −0.7 for all the considered halo catalogues. Thus we rescale all the voids found in the tracer catalogues to an effective radius such that the spherically averaged density contrast they contain is δ N L v, tr = −0.7. This choice is aimed at having not too small void radii (the higher is the threshold, the higher is the radius), in order to enclose a sufficient number of tracers. In fact, the resolution of the tracer catalogue does not allow us to identify voids with radii smaller than 2-3 times the mean inter-particle separation. At the same time we require that the chosen threshold is not too high, since the selected regions have to be enough underdense to be still classified as voids. Moreover, we want to keep the threshold low also to prevent the possible overlap between adjacent voids, that would make the cleaning algorithm to discard the smaller, thus the one with higher central density, to prevent double counts (see Section 2.2).
To model the theoretical size function of voids identified in the mass tracer field, we follow the prescription described in Ronconi et al. (2019) . This is based on the reasonable assumption that voids identified in the DM and in the tracer field are equal in number, and that their centre positions are approximately the same. Since the Vdn model can predict the number of voids with a certain radius, the simplest procedure to apply is to rescale the theoretical size function dividing the chosen threshold by the bias value:
We convert δ N L v, DM to its linear counterpart, with the fitting formula provided by Bernardeau (1994) :
with C = 1.594. This equation is exact for models with null cosmological constant Λ, and is a good fit for any values of Λ, especially for the underdense regions. The density contrast given by Eq. (10), δ L v, DM , has to be used in Eqs. (3) and (4). This is basically equivalent to expand the radii of voids identified in the DM field (embedding the same density contrast −0.7), in order to match the same radius of the ones identified in the tracer field. In this way, we are able to recover the theoretical size function taking into account the effect of the bias, that shifts the size function to higher void radii. function of the tracer bias has been implemented in the CosmoBolognaLib. The code requires in input the values of the radii at which the model is computed, the redshift of the sample, the size function model to use (e.g. SvdW, Vdn) and the effective bias of the catalogue, b eff . The latter can be automatically converted to b rel using the relation calibrated in this work (see Section 4.1). Moreover, a new notebook is provided to explain, step by step, how to clean a void catalogue, and how to measure and model the void size function, according to the method described in this paper.
The bias of tracers in overdensity and underdensity regions
The bias of cosmic tracers is a non-linear stochastic function described by the conditional probability of tracer density contrast, δ tr , given the mass density contrast δ DM (see e.g. Dekel & Lahav 1999; Di Porto et al. 2016 , and references therein). This is shown in Fig. 2 , where the density contrast of a mock halo catalogue analysed in this work (M min = 2 · 10 12 M /h at z = 0) is plotted against the corresponding DM density contrast, smoothing the density field at 1000 random positions with top-hat spherical filters with different radii. As shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 , the data are well fitted by a second-order polynomial. However, a linear model is accurate enough to describe separately the points in the overdensity and in the underdensity regions. The slope of the former, b [δ DM > 0], represents the linear bias that can be approximately inferred e.g. from the tracer largescale two-point correlation function (2PCF). The slope of the latter, b [δ DM < 0], represents the bias of the tracers inside cosmic voids, which is the value we actually need in order to properly rescale the void size function, as we will explain in the next Section. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 
The punctual bias given by Eq. 11 characterises the relation between the density contrast measured in the tracer field and in the DM field punctually, that is at R = R eff . Since in our analysis the value of δ halo (R eff ) is fixed at −0.7, then δ DM (R eff ) is exactly the value we need to rescale the void size function model (see Section 3.2). An alternative method to estimate b [δ DM < 0] is the one employed by Pollina et al. (2018) . They found a linear relation between the density profiles of tracers and DM inside voids. The slope of this relation, b slope , provides an estimate of the tracer bias in underdensity regions. We discuss about this method in Appendix B, but choose not to use it in our analysis as it is more prone to measure uncertainties.
RESULTS
In this section, we first estimate the linear bias of DM haloes inside voids, b punct . We then model the relation between this bias and the effective linear bias of all the tracers used to detect the voids, b eff . The latter is estimated from the tracer 2PCF at large scales as explained in Appendix A. We want a size function model that can be promptly compared with real data measures. To this end, it is crucial to obtain a relation between b eff and b punct that can be applied, independently of the tracer used to sample the underlying DM density field. Afterwards, we measure the void size function in all our mock catalogues, and compare the measurements with the theoretical model with this semi-analitical model. Finally, we perform a Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) statistical analysis, exploiting the calibrated bias scaling relation to construct the likelihood function. With this approach, we investigate the constraining power of the method by assessing the posterior probability of two cosmological parameters, namely Ω M and σ 8 , at varying redshift. Linear fit bpunct (best-centering) bpunct at z = 0.00 bpunct at z = 0.55 bpunct at z = 1.00 bpunct (bc) at z = 0.00 bpunct (bc) at z = 0.55 bpunct (bc) at z = 1.00 Figure 4 . Relation between the effective bias (b eff ) and the bias measured inside voids (b punct ), at different redshifts. The points correspond to the data reported in Table 1 , with 1σ errors. The squares are the values of b punct , obtained with the method exposed in Fig. 3 , while the circles are estimated with the best-centering technique (see Section 4.1) and correspond to b punct (bc). The black line is the linear fit of the b punct (bc) values. The best-fit parameters are reported in the label in the lower right corner. Fig. 3 shows the ratio between the density contrast of haloes and DM, δ halo /δ DM , measured at R = R eff and averaged over voids of similar effective radii, together with their weighted average values (Eq. (11)), b punct , for all the considered mock catalogues. For comparison, we show also the effective tracer bias, b eff , estimated from the 2PCF at large scales, as explained in Appendix A. As shown in Fig. 3 , the δ halo /δ DM ratio decreases as a function of R eff , especially at high redshifts. In particular, it tends to b eff at large radii, in agreement with the results obtained by Pollina et al. (2017 Pollina et al. ( , 2018 . Nevertheless, we find that an average constant value of b punct is sufficient to properly rescale the void size function, as we will show in Section 4.2. Since in most cases it is not possible to infer the underlying DM distribution inside voids, it is worth to search for a relation between b punct and b eff , which can be accurately estimated e.g. from clustering measurements. This relation is displayed in Fig. 4 . As it can be seen, the data can be well fitted by a simple linear model. However, the b punct values estimated in the higher bias halo catalogues tend to systematically depart from the fit, at all redshifts. The reason of this slight deviation is related to the method used to find the void centres. In fact, if the detected voids are traced by too few tracers, the VIDE method might not be sufficiently accurate to localise their centres. Computing the spherically-averaged density contrast starting from a point that is not a local minimum of the density field causes systematic errors in the bias measurements. This is a natural consequence of the cleaning procedure: when rescaling the void radii, the selected threshold might be reached at smaller radii if overdense regions are included in the measurement, due to a bad centering. This is an issue especially for catalogues with a high mass selection. As a possible strategy to alleviate the problem, we repeat our bias measurements using in all cases the centre positions of the voids detected in the catalogues with the lowest masscut. We will refer to this method as our best-centering technique, and we will call b punct (bc) the corresponding bias. As shown in Fig. 4 , these bias values (shown as coloured circles) are in better agreement with a linear model. Therefore we use them to calibrate the relation between the bias measured on large scales and the one computed inside cosmic voids, obtaining the following equation:
The bias of DM haloes inside voids
This relation can be used to estimate the bias of the tracers inside voids from the effective bias of the whole tracer population. Hereafter, the bias obtained using Eq. (12) will be called f (b eff ) ≡ b rel . All the different bias values are reported in Table 1 .
The void size function
Here we measure the void size function of our cleaned catalogues and compare it with the theoretical predictions given Table 1 . The values of the bias with 1σ uncertainties measured in the overdensity (b eff ) and in the underdensity (b punct and b punct (bc)) regions, for all the halo catalogues with different mass selections and redshifts.
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by the re-parameterised Vdn model. We reject the voids that are too close to the boundaries of the simulation box, as their radii cannot be accurately rescaled by our cleaning algorithm, and we correct consequently the effective volume of the box. The theoretical size function is modelled taking into account the effect of the bias of DM haloes inside voids, as described in Section 3.2. Fig. 5 displays our results. The new re-parameterised void size function model accurately describes all our measurements, in the full range of redshift and mass (thus bias) selections. This represents the main outcome of our analysis. We show both the size function models obtained by rescaling with b punct and b rel , that appear fully consistent, especially at low redshift and bias values. The uncertainty in the identification of void centres in low density tracer catalogues causes the slight discrepancies that can be seen at high redshifts and biases, which in any case appear not statistically significant. For comparison, we also show the model obtained by rescaling the Vdn model with the effective bias of the full DM halo population, b eff . As it is clearly evident in the Figure, this case under-predicts systematically the measured size function at all redshifts and biases.
The final goal of this paper is to investigate the cosmological constraints that can be derived from the void size function at different redshifts. To mimic real data analyses, we suppose to have access only to the tracer density field. Without information about the underlying total matter distribution, we have to rely on the relation found in Section 4.1. From the estimated effective bias of the sample, b eff , we compute the value of b rel which is required to reparameterise the Vdn model, as shown in Fig 5. Then, we perform a bayesian statistical MCMC analysis of the measured void size function by sampling the posterior distribution of the parameters σ 8 , Ω M and b rel . We assume uniform prior distributions for σ 8 and Ω M , while for b rel we assume a Gaussian prior distribution centered at b rel , with a standard deviation equal to the estimated 1σ uncertainty of b rel . The results for our mock catalogues with three different masscuts and redshifts are reported in Fig. 6 . The true values of the cosmological parameters are within the 68% levels in all cases. As clearly shown in the Figure, it is possible to achieve tighter constraints on the cosmological parameters by combining the posterior distributions at different redshifts, thanks to the redshift dependence of the degeneracy directions.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have extended the prescriptions developed by Ronconi et al. (2019) to model cosmic void abundances. In particular, we have focused on the relation between the size-abundance distribution of voids and the bias of the trac-ers used to detect them. We have also investigated the cosmological constraints that can be derived from void number counts at different redshifts.
The main steps and results of our work can be summarised as follows.
• We have run the finding and cleaning algorithms on mock DM halo catalogues, selected with different mass-cuts to probe different tracer biases and redshifts.
• We have compared the tracer bias measured on large scales to the one measured inside cosmic voids, finding a tight relation (see Eq. 12) between the two.
• Then we have provided a new parameterisation of the Vdn model as a function of the large-scale tracer bias. We have calibrated the model on our mock catalogues at different redshifts and biases.
• Finally, we have explored the constraining power of the void size function. Specifically, we have performed a Bayesian statistical inference analysis, fitting the measured size function with the new calibrated model, obtaining constraints on σ 8 and Ω M .
In this paper we have investigated one of the possible cosmological applications of cosmic void statistics, that is void abundances. The bias relation calibrated in Section 4.1 allows to construct the likelihood for the statistical inference analysis as a function of the large-scale effective bias of the sample. This work lays the foundations for the cosmological exploitation of the void size function, when the voids are identified in the distribution of biased tracers, such as in real data catalogues. 
APPENDIX A: MEASURING THE LINEAR BIAS
In this appendix, we describe the methods employed in this work to estimate the large-scale effective linear bias of the tracers used to identify the voids. We followed the same prescriptions as in Marulli et al. (2013 Marulli et al. ( , 2018 , exploiting the 2PCF of the DM haloes of our mock catalogues, and performing a Bayesian statistical analysis to infer the effective bias, b eff .
The angle-averaged 2PCFξ(r) is computed using the Landy & Szalay (1993) estimator:
where OO(r), RR(r) and RR(r) are the binned numbers of object-object, random-random, and object-random pairs with distance r ± ∆r, while N OO = N C (N C − 1)/2, N RR = N R (N R − 1)/2 and N RR = N C N R are the total numbers of object-object, random-random, and object-random pairs in the sample, respectively. The Landy & Szalay (1993) estimator provides an unbiased estimate of the 2PCF in the limit N R → ∞, with minimum variance. We computed the covariance matrix C i, j , which measures the variance and correlation between the different bins of the 2PCF, with the bootstrap method dividing the original catalogues in 125 sub-catalogues, and constructing 100 realisations by resampling from the sub-catalogues, with replacement. To alleviate the impact of shot noise error due to the finite number of random objects, we constructed our random catalogue to be 4 times larger than the DM halo sample. The covariance matrix is defined as follows:
where the subscripts i and j run over the 2PCF bins, while k refers to the 2PCF of the k-th of N R catalogue realisations, andξ is the mean 2PCF of the N R samples. F is the normalisation factor, which takes into account the fact that the N R realisations might not be independent (see Norberg et al. 2009 ) and is F = 1/(N R −1) in the case of the bootstrap method.
Finally, we performed a full MCMC analysis of the 2PCF, using a Gaussian likelihood function L, defined as:
where C −1 i, j is the inverse of the covariance matrix, N is the number of comoving separation bins at which the 2PCF is estimated, and the superscripts d and m stand for data and model, respectively. The 2PCF model, ξ m (r), is computed as follows:
where ξ DM (r) is the DM 2PCF, which is estimated by Fourier transforming the power spectrum, P DM (k), computed with the Code for Anisotropies in the Microwave Background (CAMB, http://camb.info). An accurate estimate of the effective bias parameter, b eff , and its uncertainty are assessed by sampling its posterior distribution. Fig. 7 shows the results of this analysis. The data points are the square root of ratio between the tracer and matter 2PCFs:
while the dashed red lines show the best-fit values and uncertainties of b eff , estimated from the median and quartiles of the posterior distribution sampled with the MCMC analysis. We compared these values to the theoretical effective bias of DM haloes computed as follows:
where Φ(M, z) is the halo mass function of the catalogue, and M min and M max are the lowest and largest masses in the sample, respectively. To compute the linear bias b(M, z), we relied on the theoretical model developed by Tinker et al. (2010) . . The slope of this relation provides an alternative estimate of the bias of void tracers. We repeated the analysis of Pollina et al. (2018) finding consistent results, as shown in Fig. A1 , that reports this relation measured in three DM halo catalogues at three different redshifts.
Even if the offset of the linear fit is small, it can be taken into account to recover a better estimate of the bias inside voids. In particular, to obtain a value comparable with b punct (see Eq. (11)), we can recover the bias at a distance of one effective radius, R eff , from void centres, that is where δ N L v, tr = −0.7 (thus the requested threshold we chose for the cleaning procedure). Specifically, from the fitting of the data we obtain:
and we compute Eq. (B1) at R = R eff , imposing δ N L v, tr (R eff ) = −0.7. Then, dividing both sides by δ N L v, tr (R eff ), we can derive a bias value equivalent to b punct as follows: as a function δ N L v, tr , at redshifts z = 0 (left), z = 0.55 (centre), z = 1 (right). Different colours correspond to the halo catalogues with M min = 2 · 10 12 M /h (in violet), M min = 5 · 10 12 M /h (in blue) and M min = 10 13 M /h (in green). The black error bars represent 1σ uncertainties. As expected, the slope of the fit becomes steeper with higher mass-cuts (thus, the value of bias inside voids). Fig. A1 . Here are presented the results for all the halo catalogues (with 5 masscuts) at redshifts z = 0, z = 0.55 and z = 1. We report also the values ofb punct computed with Eq. (B2).
